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Robust Adaptive Tracking for Time-Varying Uncertain
Nonlinear Systems With Unknown Control Coefficients

Shuzhi Sam Ge and J. Wang

Abstract—This note presents a robust adaptive control approach for a
class of time-varying uncertain nonlinear systems in the strict feedback
form with completely unknown time-varying virtual control coefficients,
uncertain time-varying parameters and unknown time-varying bounded
disturbances. The proposed design method does not require anya priori
knowledge of the unknown coefficients except for their bounds. It is proved
that the proposed robust adaptive scheme can guarantee the global uniform
ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop system signals and disturbance at-
tenuation.

Index Terms—Robust adaptive control, time-varying nonlinear systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive nonlinear control has seen a significant development in
the past decade with the appearance of recursive backstepping design
[1]–[3]. A great deal of attention has been paid to tackle the uncertain
nonlinear systems with unknown constant parameters [1], [4]–[6]. In
this note, we consider a class of single-input–single-output (SISO) un-
certain time-varying nonlinear systems with time-varying disturbances
in the strict feedback form

_xi = gi(t)xi+1 + �
T
i (t) i(�xi) + d

T
i (t)�i(�xi)

_xn = gn(t)u+ �
T
n (t) n(x) + d

T
n(t)�n(x)

y =x1 (1)

where i = 1; . . . ; n � 1, x = [x1; . . . ; xn]
T 2 Rn is the state

vector, �xi = [x1; . . . ; xi]
T , i = 1; . . . ; n � 1, u 2 R is the con-

trol, �i(t) 2 Rpi are vectors of uncertain and time-varying parameters
belonging to known compact sets
i � Rpi, di(t) are vectors of un-
known time-varying bounded disturbance evolving inRqi,  i and�i,
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i = 1; . . . ; n are known dimensionally compatible smooth nonlinear
functions,gi(t) 6= 0, i = 1; . . . ; n are bounded uncertain time-varying
piecewise continuous functions, and they are referred to as virtual con-
trol coefficients, in particular,gn(t) is referred to as the high-frequency
gain. For simplicity, let
i be a closed ball of known radiusr
 cen-
tered in the origin.

Based on the cancellation backstepping design, as termed in [7],
many well-known results have been developed for systems with con-
stant virtual control coefficients by seeking for a cancellation of the
coupling terms related tozizi+1 in the next step of the cancellation
based backstepping design. When virtual control coefficientsgi = 1
and�i(t) are unknown constants, robust adaptive control for a class of
systems similar to system (1) have been developed in [8]–[10]. In the
presence of time-varying parameters and time-varying disturbance, ro-
bust adaptive tracking control was presented in [11] and boundedness
of all the signals and arbitrary disturbance attenuation can be achieved.
Whengi ’s are unknown constants, several excellent adaptive control
algorithms have also been developed in the literature for nonlinear sys-
tems. In [1], under the assumption of unknown constantsgi ’s but with
known signs ofgi ’s, adaptive control was presented for strict feed-
back nonlinear systems without disturbances. With the aid of neural
networks [12], [13] adaptive control is expanded to much larger class
of systems, uncertain strict-feedback and pure-feedback nonlinear sys-
tems, where the unknown virtual control coefficientsgi ’s are functions
of states and the signs ofgi as well as the upper bounds ofgi are as-
sumed to be known.

When the signs ofgi are unknown, the adaptive control problem
becomes much more difficult. The first solution was given in [14] for
a class of first-order linear systems, where the Nussbaum-type gain
was originally proposed. Using Nussbaum gains, adaptive control
was given for first-order nonlinear systems in [15], for a class of
strict feedback nonlinear systems with unknown constant parameters
and without disturbances in [16] and [17], and nonlinear systems
with completely unknown control coefficients, constant parametric
uncertainties and uncertainties in [18] using decoupled backstepping
(which, in contrast to cancellation based backstepping, decoupleszi

from zi+1 using Young’s inequality and seeks for the boundedness
of zi+1 in the next step as said in [7]). Thus far, little attention has
been paid to the robust adaptive control problem for systems in (1)
in the literature, except for the work in [19]. Reference [19] studied
the regulation problem for a class of time-varying uncertain nonlinear
systems with time-varying unknown control coefficients under the
assumption that uncertain system functions satisfy an additive bound
condition. However, when nonlinear systems involve time-varying
uncertain parameters and disturbances as well as unknown virtual
control coefficients, the solution remains open, and the problem
becomes much more difficult due to the presence of the time-varying
uncertainties.

In this note, robust adaptive control is presented for system (1) with
completely unknown time-varying control coefficients, uncertain time-
varying parameters with known bounds, and unknown time-varying
disturbances. It is proved that the proposed robust adaptive scheme can
guarantee the global uniform ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop
system signals and disturbance attenuation. In addition, for systems
with unknown constant parameters and without disturbance, asymp-
totical tracking of the output can be achieved. The main contributions
of the note lie in the following aspects: 1) through introduction of a
new technical lemma and the use of Nussbaum gain, stable adaptive
control is presented for a class of strict feedback nonlinear system
with time-varying uncertain parameters and unknown disturbance; 2)
asymptotic output tracking control is achieved when the disturbances
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die out and the uncertain parameters are not time varying; and 3) dis-
turbance attenuation can be achieved without the requirement for the
bounds of the unknown bounded disturbances in the controller design.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES

Consider the control problem of a single-input–single-output (SISO)
nonlinear uncertain system transformable into (1). The control objec-
tive is to construct a robust adaptive nonlinear control law such that the
output tracking error,y � yd, of system (1) is driven to be bounded,
while keeping all signals in the closed-loop system remain bounded,
whereyd(t) is the reference signal.

Assumption 1:The reference signal,yd(t), is a smooth bounded
signal with bounded time derivatives,y(i)d (t), 1 � i � n.

Assumption 2:The time-varying control coefficients,gi(t), take
values in the closed intervalsIi := [l�i ; l

+
i ] with 0 =2 Ii, 1 � i � n.

Let �gi = maxfjl�i j; jl
+
i jg.

To cope with the unknown signs of virtual control coefficients,gi, the
Nussbaum gain technique is employed in this note. A function,N(�),
is called a Nussbaum-type function if it has the following properties
[14]:

lim
s!1

sup

s

s

N(�)d� = +1 (2)

lim
s!1

inf

s

s

N(�)d� = �1: (3)

Throughout this note, the even Nussbaum functionN(�) =

e� cos((�=2)�) is considered.
Lemma 1: [17]Let V (�) and�(�) be smooth functions defined on

[0; tf ) with V (t) � 0, 8t 2 [0; tf ), andN(�) be an even smooth
Nussbaum-type function. If the following inequality holds:

V (t) � c0 +

t

0

(gN(�) + 1) _�d�; 8t 2 [0; tf )

whereg is a nonzero constant andc0 represents some suitable constant,
thenV (t), �(t) and t

0
(gN(�) + 1) _�d� must be bounded on[0; tf ).

Lemma 2: LetV (�) and�(�) be smooth functions defined on[0; tf )
with V (t) � 0,8t 2 [0; tf ). Fort 2 [0; tf ), if the following inequality
holds:

V (t) � c0 + e�c t

t

0

g(�)N(�) _�ec �d� + e�c t

t

0

_�ec �d� (4)

where constantc1 > 0, g(t) is a time-varying parameter which
takes values in the unknown closed intervalsI := [l�; l+] with
0 =2 I , andc0 represents some suitable constant, thenV (t), �(t) and
t

0
g(�)N(�) _�d� must be bounded on[0; tf ).

Proof: See Appendix A.
According to [21, Prop. 2], if the solution of the resulting closed-loop

is bounded, thentf = 1.
Definition 1: [20] Let �(t) 2 
 be an unknown time-varying pa-

rameter vector,̂� be the estimate, and
 � Rp be a closed ball of
known radiusr
. The projection algorithmProj(y; �̂) is given by

Proj(y; �̂) =

y; if p(�̂)�0

y; if p(�̂)�0 and @p

@�̂
y�0

y�
p(�̂) y @p

@�̂

T
; otherwise

(5)

wherep(�̂) = (�̂T �̂� r2
)=(�
2 +2�r
), � is an arbitrary positive real.

From (5), if �̂(0) 2 
, the following nice properties follow immedi-
ately: 1)k�̂(t)k � r
 + �, 8t � 0; 2) kProj(y; �̂)k � kyk; and 3)
~�TProj(y; �̂) � ~�T y, (~� = � � �̂).

Remark 1: Using the projection algorithm, the resulting controller
may seem to have a “technical problem”—the intermediate controls are
not differentiable on the sphereS = f�̂ : �̂T �̂ = r2
g for n � 3, be-
cause the computation of�3 (u, if n = 3) requires the computation of
_�2, and subsequently that of��1, accordingly, the differentiation of (5),
which does not exist onS. However, projection algorithm (5) is prac-
tically differentiable because it is differentiable everywhere except on
the sphereS which is isolated, and the “energy” is finite. In fact, the
sphere is a lower dimensional submanifold of
, it is of zero Lebesgue
measure, the probability of such an event happening is zero though
practically it may happen. In practice, we can simply set the differen-
tiation of the projection algorithm onS to be any finite value, say 0,
without any problem, and then every signal in the closed-loop system
can be shown to be bounded.

III. ROBUSTADAPTIVE CONTROL AND MAIN RESULTS

In this section, robust adaptive control design for nonlinear system
(1) and the stability of the closed-loop adaptive control system are pre-
sented.

Our design consists ofn steps. Both the control law and the adap-
tive laws are based on a change of coordinatesz1 = x1 � yd, zi =

xi��i�1(�xi�1; yd; . . . ; y
(i�1)
d ;, ��i�1�̂a;1; . . . ; �̂a;i�1), i = 2; . . . ; n,

where the functions�i, i = 1; . . . ; n � 1, are referred to as inter-
mediate control functions which will be designed iteratively,��i�1 =
[�1; . . . ; �i�1]

T , and�̂a;i represent the estimates of unknown parame-
ters�a;i with

�a;1 = �1 �a;i = gi�1; �
T
i

T

; i = 2; . . . ; n

At each intermediate stepi, we design the intermediate control func-
tions,�i, using an appropriate Lyapunov functions,Vi, and give the
parameters update laws

_̂
�a;i = Proj(zi a;i; �̂a;i) (6)

where projection algorithmProj(zi a;i; �̂a;i) is given by (5) which is
practically differentiable as discussed in Remark 1, > 0 is a design
parameter, and a;i is a vector of known functions to be given later. At
thenth step, the actual controlu appears and the design is completed.
For clarity, define~�a;i = �a;i� �̂a;i, db;i =

i

j=1
~�Ta;j ~�a;j+d

T
a;ida;i,

da;i = [dT1 ; . . . ; d
T
i ]

T , i = 1; . . . ; n, and constantsk > 0, kn > 0.
For i = 1; . . . ; n � 1, defineki > (1=4) andki0 = ki � (1=4) > 0
and2ki0 > ci > 0.

Step 1: To start, let us study the first equation of (1)

_x1 = g1(t)x2 + �T1 (t) 1(x1) + dT1 (t)�1(x1) (7)

wherex2 is taken as a virtual control input. To design a stabilizing
adaptive control law for system (7), consider a Lyapunov function can-
didateV1(x1) = (1=2)z21 . The time derivative ofV1 along the solution
of (7) satisfies

_V1 = z1 g1(t)x2 + �T1 (t) 1(x1) + dT1 (t)�1(x1)� _yd : (8)

For notational consistence, let a;1 =  1, da;1 = d1, �a;1 = �1.
Choose the intermediate control function�1 as

�1(x1; _yd; �1; �̂a;1) =N(�1)�1 (9)

where

�1 = k1z1+�̂
T
a;1 a;1(x1)� _yd+v1(x1) (10)

_�1 = z1�1 (11)

v1 =
1

4
kz1  T

a;1 a;1 + �Ta;1�a;1 : (12)

Using (9), a direct substitution ofx2 = z2 + �1 and�1 in (9) into (8)
gives

_V1 = g1z1z2+g1N(�1)z1�1+z1�
T
a;1 a;1+z1d

T
a;1�a;1�z1 _yd: (13)
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Adding and subtracting_�1 on the right-hand side of (13), and noting
(10) and (11), we have

_V1 = �k1z
2
1 + g1z1z2 + g1N(�1) _�1 + _�1 + z1~�

T

a;1 a;1

+z1d
T
a;1�a;1 �

1

4
kz21  T

a;1 a;1 + �Ta;1�a;1 : (14)

By completing the squares, we have

�

1

4
kz21 

T
a;1 a;1 + z1~�

T
a;1 a;1 �

1

k
~�Ta;1~�a;1

�
1

4
kz21�

T
a;1�a;1 + z1d

T
a;1�a;1 �

1

k
dTa;1da;1

:

Further noting Young’s inequalityg1z1z2 � (1=4)z21 +g
2
1z

2
2 , (14) can

be rewritten as

_V1 � � k10z
2
1 + g1N(�1) _�1 + _�1 +

db;1
k

+ g21z
2
2 (15)

� � c1V1 + g1N(�1) _�1 +
db;1
k

+ _�1 + g21z
2
2 : (16)

Remark 2: In the cancellation based backstepping design, the cou-
pling termg1z1z2 is left as it is as it will be cancelled in the next step
by augmenting the Lyapunov candidate then. In decoupled backstep-
ping design, we will not seek for the cancellation of the coupling term
g1z1z2, but for the boundedness ofz2 in the next step. According to
Lemma 2, if we could prove thatz2 is bounded, then the stability ofz1
is apparent and easy. It is this fundamental change that makes control
system design for this problem solvable.

Upon multiplication of (16) byec t, it becomes

d

dt
V1(t)e

c t � g1N(�1) _�1e
c t + _�1e

c t +
db;1
k
ec t + g21z

2
2e

c t:

Integrating it over[0; t], we have

0 �V1(t) � V1(0) + e�c t

t

0

g1N(�1) _�1e
c �d�

+ e�c t

t

0

_�1e
c �d� +

t

0

db;1
k
e�c (t��)d�

+

t

0

g21z
2
2e
�c (t��)d�: (17)

Remark 3: In (17), if there are no extra terms
t

0
(db;1=k)e

�c(t��)d� and t

0
g21z

2
2e
�c (t��)d� within the

inequality, we can conclude thatV1(t), �1 and z1 are all bounded
on [0; tf ) according to Lemma 2. Thus, no finite-time escape
phenomenon may happen andtf = 1, and we claim thatz1
is uniformly ultimately bounded. Due to the presence of terms
t

0
(db;1=k)e

�c(t��)d� and t

0
g21z

2
2e
�c (t��)d� in (17), Lemma 2

cannot be applied directly yet. From the adaptation law (6) for�̂a;1,
it is obvious thatk�̂a;1(t)k � r
 + � by property 1) for operator
Proj(�; �). Becausek�a;1k � r
 , we obtaink~�a;1(t)k � 2r
 + �.
Together with the boundedness ofkda;1(t)k, we have

0 �

t

0

1

k
db;1e

�c (t��)d�

=
1� e�c t

kc1
(2r
 + �)2 + sup

�2[0;t]

kda;1(�)k
2

�
1

kc1
(2r
 + �)2 + sup

�2[0;t]

kda;1(�)k
2 (18)

which leads to the boundedness oft
0
(db;1=k)e

�c (t��)d� . Thus,
if z2 can be regulated as bounded such thatt

0
g21z

2
2e
�c (t��)d�

is bounded, then, according to Lemma 2, the uniformly ultimate

boundedness ofz1(t) can be guaranteed. The boundedness of
t

0
g21z

2
2e
�c (t��)d� will be dealt with in the following steps.

Remark 4: To show that the existing Lemma, Lemma 1, cannot be
used to solve the problem in the note, let us integrate (16) over[0; t]
under the assumption thatg1 is a constant

V1(t) �V1(0)+

t

0

[g1N (�1)+1] _�1d�+

t

0

db;1
k

+g21z
2
2 d�

�V1(0)+

t

0

[g1N (�1)+1] _�1d�+cdt+

t

0

g21z
2
2d�

wherecd = sup0���t(db;1(t)=k). Due to the presence ofcdt, no con-
clusion about the boundedness ofV1 or � can be drawn by applying
Lemma 1. However, by using the new technical Lemma 2 of the note,
boundedness of the signals can be established with ease.

Stepi (2 � i � n�1): A similar procedure is employed recursively
for each step,i = 2; . . . ; n � 1. The derivative of(1=2)z2i is

zi _zi = zi gixi+1 + �Ti  i + dTi �i �

i�1

j=1

@�i�1

@xj

� gjxj+1 + �Tj  j + dTj �j �

i�1

j=1

@�i�1

@�̂a;j

_̂
�a;j

�

i�1

j=1

@�i�1

@y
(j)
d

y
(j+1)
d �

i�1

j=1

@�i�1

@�i�1
_�i�1

= zi gixi+1 �

i�1

j=1

@�i�1

@xj
gjxj+1 + �Ti  i

�

i�1

j=1

@�i�1

@xj
�Tj  j + �i�1 + zid

T
a;i�a;i (19)

where

da;i =[dT1 ; . . . ; d
T
i�1; d

T
i ]

T

�i�1 =�

i�1

j=1

(@�i�1=@�̂a;j)
_̂
�a;j

�

i�1

j=1

(@�i�1=@y
(j)
d )y

(j+1)
d

i�1

j=1

�(@�i�1=@�i�1) _�i�1

and

�a;i =[�(@�i�1=@x1)�
T
1 ; . . . ;�(@�i�1=@xi�1)�

T
i�1; �

T
i ]

T :

Equation (19) can be further written as

zi _zi=zi gixi+1+�
T
a;i a;i+

i�1

j=1

�Ta;j j;i +zid
T
a;i�a;i+zi�i�1

(20)
where

 a;i = [�(@�i�1=@xi�1)xi;  
T
i ]

T

 1;i � (@�i�1=@x1) 1

 1;2 = �(@�1=@x1) 1

and j;i = [�(@�i�1=@xj�1)xj ;�(@�i�1=@xj) 
T
j ]

T for 2 � j �
i � 1, 3 � i � n � 1.

Consider the Lyapunov function candidateVi = (1=2)z2i , let the
intermediate control function�i be

�i =N(�i)�i (21)

where

�i = kizi + �̂Ta;i a;i + �i�1 +

i�1

j=1

�̂Ta;j j;i + vi (22)

_�i = zi�i (23)
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vi =
1

4
kzi  T

a;i a;i + �Ta;i�a;i +
1

4
kzi

i�1

j=1

 T
j;i j;i: (24)

Similarly, substitutingxi+1 = zi+1 + �i, noting�i in (21), adding
and subtracting_�i on the right-hand side of (20), and noting (22) and
(23), we obtain

_Vi � � kiz
2
i + gizizi+1 + giN(�i) _�i + _�i

�
1

4
kz2i  T

a;i a;i + �Ta;i�a;i �
1

4
kz2i

i�1

j=1

 T
j;i j;i

+ zi~�
T
a;i a;i + zid

T
a;i�a;i + zi

i�1

j=1

~�Ta;j j;i: (25)

By completing the squares, we have

�
1

4
kz2i  

T
a;i a;i + zi~�

T
a;i a;i �

1

k
~�Ta;i~�a;i

�
1

4
kz2i �

T
a;i�a;i + zid

T
a;i�a;i �

1

k
dTa;ida;i

:

Further noting Young’s inequalitygizizi+1 � (1=4)z2i + g2i z
2zi+1,

we obtain

_Vi � � kiz
2
i + gizizi+1 + giN(�i) _�i + _�i +

db;i
k

� � ki0z
2
i + giN(�i) _�i + _�i +

db;i
k

+ g2i z
2
i+1

� � ciVi + giN(�i) _�i +
db;i
k

+ _�i + g2i z
2
i+1: (26)

Remark 5: Though the decoupled backstepping is simple conceptu-
ally (atStep i, it is only required to guarantee the stability ofzi rather
than z1; . . . ; zi), it does not mean that the actual derivation and re-
sulting controller is simple. In fact, it may be more involved because
the virtual control needs to carry the term that could have been left
untouched for cancellation in the next step in the cancellation based
backstepping.

Similarly, we have

0 �Vi(t) � Vi(0) + e�c t

t

0

giN(�i) _�ie
c �d�

+ e�c t

t

0

_�ie
c �d� +

t

0

db;i
k
e�c (t��)d�

+

t

0

g2i z
2
i+1e

�c (t��)d�: (27)

Remark 6: Similarly, the adaptation law (6) for̂�a;i can guarantee
the boundedness of̂�a;i, therefore the boundedness of~�a;i. Together
with the boundedness ofkda;ik and~�a;j , j = 1; . . . ; i� 1, the bound-
edness of t

0
(db;i=k)e

�c (t��)d� can be guaranteed. Thus, ifzi+1 can
be regulated as bounded such thatt

0
g2i z

2
i+1e

�c (t��)d� is bounded
at the following steps, then, according to Lemma 2, the boundedness
of zi(t) can be guaranteed.

Stepn: In this final step, the actual controlu appears. Similarly, we
have

zn _zn = zn gnu+ �Tn n �

n�1

j=1

@�n�1

@xj
gjxj+1 + �Tj  j

+ znd
T
a;n�a;n + zn�n�1

= zn gnu+ �Ta;n a;n +

n�1

j=1

�Ta;j j;n

+ znd
T
a;n�a;n + zn�n (28)

where

�n�1 = �

n�1

j=1

(@�n�1=@�̂a;j)
_̂
�a;j

�

n�1

j=1

(@�i�1=@y
(j)
d )y

(j+1)
d �

i�1

j=1

(@�i�1=@�n�1) _�n�1

da;n = [dT1 ; . . . ; d
T
n�1; d

T
n ]

T

�a;n = [�(@�n�1=@x1)�
T
1 ; . . . ;

� (@�n�1=@xn�1)�
T
n�1; �

T
n ]

T

 a;n = [�(@�n�1=@xn�1)xn;  
T
n ]

T

and

 1;n = �(@�n�1=@x1) 1

 j;n = [�(@�n�1=@xj�1)xj ;�(@�n�1=@xj) 
T
j ]

T

2 � j � n� 1:

Let the control input be designed as

u =N(�n)�n (29)

where

�n = knzn + �̂Ta;n a;n +

n�1

j=1

�̂Ta;j j;n + �n�1 + vn (30)

_�n = zn�n (31)

vn =
1

4
kzn  T

a;n a;n+�
T
a;n�a;n +

1

4
kzn

n�1

j=1

 T
j;n j;n: (32)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidateVn = (1=2)z2n. Similarly,
the time derivative ofVn satisfies

_Vn � �knz
2
n + gnN(�n) _�n + _�n +

db;n
k
: (33)

This yields

0 � Vn(t) � Vn(0) + e�c t

t

0

gnN(�n) _�ne
c �d�

+e�c t

t

0

_�ne
c �d� +

t

0

db;n
k
e�c (t��)d� (34)

where0 < cn � 2kn. Due to the utilization of adaptation law (6)
for �̂a;n, the boundedness of̂�n, therefore, the boundedness of~�n
can be guaranteed. Together with the boundedness ofkda;nk and �̂j ,
j = 1; . . . ; n � 1, the boundedness oft

0
(db;n=k)e

�c (t��)d� can
be guaranteed. Thus, noting (34), and using Lemma 2, we can con-
clude that�n(t) andVn(t), hencezn(t) are globally uniformly ulti-
mately bounded. From the boundedness ofzn(t), the boundedness of
the extra term t

0
g2n�1z

2
ne
�c (t��)d� at Step(n�1) is readily ob-

tained. Applying Lemma 2(n�1) times backward, it can be seen from
the aformentioned design procedures thatVi(t), zi(t), and hencexi(t)
are globally uniformlyv ultimately bounded. According to [21, Prop.
2], if the solution of the closed-loop is bounded, thentf =1.

Theorem 1 (Stability):For the time-varying uncertain strict feed-
back nonlinear system (1) with completely unknown virtual control
coefficientsgi(t), time-varying uncertain parameters�i(t) 2 
i and
unknown disturbancesdi(t), given any smooth bounded reference tra-
jectoryyd(t) with bounded time derivativey(1)d ; . . . ; y

(n)
d and for any

initial conditionx(0) 2 Rn, �̂i(0) 2 
i, if we apply the controller (29)
with the parameter adaptation law (6), then the solution of the resulting
closed-loop adaptive system is globally uniformly ultimately bounded.

Proof: The proof can be easily completed by following the pre-
vious design procedures fromStep 1to Stepn. }
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When�i(t) andgi(t) are constants and there is no disturbance, i.e.,
di(t) = 0, a much stronger conclusion can be drawn as stated in
Corollary 1.

Corollary 1: For the time-varying uncertain strict feedback non-
linear system (1) with completely unknown constant control coeffi-
cientsgi, unknown constant parameters�i anddi(t) = 0, given any
smooth bounded reference trajectoryyd(t) with bounded time deriva-
tive y(1)d ; . . . ; y

(n)
d and for any initial conditionx(0) 2 Rn, �̂i(0) 2


i, if we apply the controller (29) with the parameters updating law
(6), then we havelimt!1 jy(t) � yd(t)j = 0.

Proof: First, let us consider Lyapunov function candidateV1 =
(1=2)(z21 + (1=)~�Ta;1~�a;1). Because�a;1 is constant, we have_�a;1 =
0. Using (9) and (6), we obtain

_V1 � � k1z
2
1 + g1z1z2 + g1N(�1) _�1 + _�1

�
1

4
kz21  T

a;1 a;1 + �Ta;1�a;1 + z1~�
T
a;1 a;1

� ~�Ta;1Proj(z1 a;1; �̂a;1): (35)

From property 4) of the operatorProj(�; �), it follows that

_V1 � �k10z
2
1 + g1N(�1) _�1 + _�1 + g21z

2
2 (36)

Similarly, by considering Lyapunov function candidateVi =
(1=2)(z2i + (1=)~�Ta;i~�a;i), we can obtain

_Vi � � ki0z
2
i + giN(�i) _�i + _�i + g2i z

2
i+1

i = 2; . . . ; n� 1 (37)
_Vn � � knz

2
n + gnN(�n) _�n + _�n: (38)

Integrating (38) over[0; t], 8t 2 [0; tf ],we have the following in-
equality:

Vn(t)+

t

0

knz
2
n(� )d��Vn(0)+

t

0

[gnN (�n(�))+1] _�n(�)d�: (39)

Since t

0
knz

2
n(�)d� � 0, we further have

Vn(t) � Vn(0) +

t

0

[gnN (�n(�)) + 1] _�n(�)d�: (40)

Using Lemma 1, it follows that�n(t),Vn(t) and t

0
[gnN(�n)+1] _�nd�

are GUUB, hence,zn(t) and�̂a;n(t) are GUUB. The boundedness of
�̂a;n(t) can also be guaranteed by the project algorithm. According to
[21, Prop. 2], if the solution of the closed-loop is bounded, thentf =
1. From (39),zn(t) is square integrable. Noting (37), and applying
Lemma 1(n� 1) times backward, it can be obtained thatVi(t), zi(t),
�̂a;i(t) and, hence,xi(t) are GUUB. Sincezi+1(t) (e.g.,i = n � 1)
has been regulated such that it is square integrable and we have the
following inequality by integrating (37) over[0; t], 8t 2 [0; tf ]

Vi(t) +

t

0

ki0z
2
i (�)d� � Vi(0) +

t

0

[giN (�i) + 1] _�i(�)d�

+

t

0

g2i z
2
i+1(�)d� (41)

we can directly conclude thatzi(t) is square integrable. In addition,
as an immediate result,_zi(t), 1 � i � n are bounded, andzi(t) are
square integrable. Hence, a direct application of Barbalat’s lemma [22],

[23] gives thatlimt!1 kzi(t)k = 0, which implies, in particular, that
limt!1 jy(t) � yd(t)j = 0. }

Remark 7: The proposed method is essentially a robust adaptive
one. In fact, we can fix̂�a;i to be arbitrarily any bounded values without
adaptation by setting adaptation gain = 0 in (6), the global uni-
form ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop system signals and dis-
turbance attenuation can still be ensured, but at the expense of not
achieving asymptotic tracking even when disturbances die out and un-
known parameters�a;i are not time-varying any more. The proposed
robust adaptive control provides a unified approach to handle nonlinear
system (1) with time varying or constant�i(t) 2 Rp . The reason for
the use of adaptation law (6) for the unknown time-varying parameters
�a;i based on the project algorithm is that the proposed adaptation laws
are robust with respect to the external disturbances, and at the same
time, the design guarantees the boundedness of all the signals in the
closed-loop system. In fact, asymptotic output tracking performance is
achieved when the unknown parameters become constant and the dis-
turbances die out as stated in Corollary 1.

Remark 8: It is of interest to note that for the strict-feedback non-
linear systems with more general uncertainties

_xi = gi(t)xi+1 + �Ti (t) i(�xi) + �i(x; t); i = 1; . . . ; n� 1

_xn = gn(t)u+ �Tn (t) n(x) + �n(x; t)

y =x1

where uncertainties�i(x; t) satisfy a triangularity condition
j�i(x; t)j � dTi (t)�i(�xi), with �i(�xi) being a known smooth vector
function, and unknown vectordi(t) 2 Rq is the bounded output of
a nonlinear exosystem [24], the robust adaptive control in this note
is still applicable while with a modification for the construction of a
smooth�a;i in order to handle the nonsmooth termj(@�i�1=@xj)j at
each design step due toj�i(x; t)j.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this note, robust adaptive control has been presented for a class
of time-varying uncertain strict feedback nonlinear systems with
unknown virtual control coefficients and time-varying parametric
uncertainties as well as unknown bounded disturbances. It has been
proved that the proposed robust adaptive scheme can guarantee the
global uniform ultimate boundedness of the closed-loop system
signals and disturbance attenuation. Asymptotical output tracking
control is achieved when the system parameters become constant and
the disturbances die out.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 2

Proof: For convenience, definegmax = maxfjl�j; jl+jg,
gmin = minfjl�j; jl+jg, and

Vg(yi; yj) =

y

y

[g(� )N (�(�)) + 1] e�c (t ��)d�(�) (42)

with an understanding thatVg(yi; yj) = Vg(y(ti); y(tj)) = Vg(ti; tj)
for notation convenience,yi � yj and� 2 [ti; tj ].

Using integral inequality(b� a)mf1 �
b

a
f(x)dx � (b� a)mf2

with mf1 = infa�x�b f(x) andmf2 = supa�x�b f(x), and noting
the facts thatjg(� )j � gmax, 0 < e�c (t��) � 1 for � 2 [0; t], we
have

jVg(�0; �)j � (� � �0) sup
�2[t ;t];�2[� ;�]

jg(� )N(�) + 1j

� (� � �0) gmax sup
�2[� ;�]

jN(�)j+ 1 : (43)
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For the Nussbaum functionN(�) = e� cos((�=2)�), we know
that it is positive for� 2 (4m � 1; 4m + 1) and negative for� 2
(4m+ 1; 4m + 3) with m an integer.

Rewrite (4) as

0 �V (t) � c0 +

t

0

[g(� )N(�) + 1] _�e�c (t��)d�

= c0 + Vg (�(0); �(t)) 8t 2 [0; tf): (44)

We first show that�(t) is bounded on[0; tf ) by seeking a contradiction.
Suppose that�(t) is unbounded and two cases should be considered:
1) �(t) has no upper bound and 2)�(t) has no lower bound.

Case 1): �(t) has no upper bound on[0; tf ). In this case, there must
exist a monotone increasing variablef�i = �(ti)gwith �0 = j�(t0)j >
0, limi!1 ti = tf , andlimi!1 �i = 1.

First, let us consider the caseg(t) < 0. From (43), we know, for
[�0; �m ] = [�0; 4m � 1], that

jVg(�0; �m )j � (�m � �0) gmaxe
(4m�1) + 1

= lm gmaxe
(4m�1) + lm (45)

wherelm = (4m � 1 � �0). Further noting thatN(�) > 0, 8� 2
[�m ; �m ] = [4m � 1; 4m + 1], we have

Vg(�m ; �m ) �

4m+c

4m�c

[g(� )N(�(�))+1]e�c (t ��)d�(�)

where cm 2 (0; 1) strictly, say, 1=2, for example. Using the
integral inequality and noting thatg(t) � �gmin, e�c (t ��) �
e�c (t �t ) > 0 for � 2 [tm ; tm ], we have

Vg (�m ; �m ) � 2cm �gmin inf
�2[� ;� ]

N(�) + 1

� e�c (t �t )

= � bm e(4m�c ) + be (46)

wherebm = 2cm gmine
�c (t �t ) cos(�cm =2) > 0, andbe =

2cm e�c (t �t ). It is known that ifjf1(x)j � a1 andf2(x) � a2,
thenf1(x)+f2(x) � a1+a2. Thus, we know from (45) and (46), that

Vg (�0; �m ) =Vg (�0; �m ) + Vg (�m ; �m )

� e(4m�1) �bm e[2(4m�1)(1�c )+(1�c ) ]

+lm gmax +
lm + be

e(4m�1)
(47)

Because1�cm > 0 strictly,em grows much faster thanm, andlm
is linear inm, we know, from (47), thatVg(�0; �m ) = Vg(�0; 4m +
1) ! �1 asm ! 1.

Then, let us consider the caseg(t) > 0. Similar to the derivation of
(45), in the interval[�0; �m ] = [�0; 4m+ 1], we have

jVg (�0; �m )j =

�

�

[g(� )N(�) + 1] e�c (t ��)d�(�)

� (�m � �0) gmax sup
�2[� ;� ]

jN(�)j+ 1

= lm gmaxe
(4m+1) + lm (48)

where lm = 4m + 1 � �0. By noting that N(�) < 0,
8� 2 [�m ; �m ] = [4m+ 1; 4m+ 3], we have

Vg (�m ; �m ) �

4m+2+c

4m+2�c

� [g(� )N (�(�)) + 1] e�c (t ��)d�(�):

Similarly, using the integral inequality and noting thatg(t) � gmin,
e�c (t ��) � e�c (t �t ) > 0 for � 2 [tm ; tm ], we have

Vg (�m ; �m ) � 2cm �gmin inf
�2[� ;� ]

N(�) + 1

� e�c (t �t )

= � bm e(4m+2�c ) + be (49)

where bm 2 = 2cm gmine
�c (t �t ) cos(�cm =2) > 0, and

be = 2cm e�c (t �t ) > 0. Thus, we know from (48) and (49),
that

Vg (�0; �m ) =Vg (�0; �m ) + Vg (�m ; �m )

� e(4m+1) �bm e
2(4m+1)(1�c )+(1�c )

+gmax(4m+ 1� �0)

+
lm + be

e(4m+1)
: (50)

From (50), we know that thatVg(�0; �m ) = Vg(�0; 4m + 3) !
�1 asm ! 1. In summary, we can always find a sequence that
leads to a contradiction in (44) whetherg(t) is positive or negative.
Thus, we know that� is upper bounded.

Case 2): �(t) has no lower bound on[0; tf ). Define� = �!. Ac-
cordingly,!(t) has no upper bound. Further noting thatN(�) is an even
function, (44) becomes

V (t) � c0 �

t

0

[g(� )N(!) _! + 1] e�c (t��)d!

= c0 � Vg (!(0);!(t)) 8t 2 [0; tf ): (51)

Thus, there must exist a monotone increasing variablef!i = !(ti)g
with !0 = j!(t0)j > 0, limi!1 ti = tf , and limi!1 !i = 1.
Following the procedure as in Case 1), we can always construct a se-
quence that leads to a contradiction, accordingly, we can claim that
!(t) is upper bounded on[0; tf ). Since�(t) = �!(t), we know that
!(t) is lower bounded on[0; tf ).

Therefore,�(t) must be bounded on[0; tf ). In addition,V (t) and
t

0
g(�)N(�) _�d� are bounded on[0; tf ).
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Corrections to “Robust Control for Linear
Discrete-Time Systems With Norm-Bounded

Nonlinear Uncertainties”

Yoonsun Kim and Youngjin Park

Abstract—This note provides some corrections to the aforementioned
paper.

In [1, eq. (7)],C andaMkE1 cannot be added because the dimen-
sions of the matrices are different. Therefore, the consequent deriva-
tions have to be adjusted. We propose two methods that can be used to
correct this problem without harming the main idea of [1].

The first method is zero padding tozk 2 <r to makezk 2 <n. This
can be written as follows:

zk =
zk

0
; 0 2 <n�r: (1)

The over bar represents a modification and the modified vector or ma-
trix replace the original vector or matrix.

Consequently, the matricesC,D1,D2 are also changed as follows:

C =
C

0
D1 =

D1

0
D2 =

D2

0
; 0 2 <r�(n�r)

: (2)

However, this method can introduce unnecessary conservatism.
The second method is as follows. [1, eq. (7)] can be modified as

zk =(C + aMkE1)xk + (D1 + bMkE2)wk

+ (D2 + cMkE3)uk (3)

Mk =HMk; H 2 <
r�n

�(H) � 1: (4)

Consequently, [1, eq. (9)] is modified as

~zk =
C

"�1aE1
xk +

D1 "H

"�1bE2 0
~wk: (5)

With (5), [1, eqs. (10), (11), and (13)] have to be written as (6), (7), and
(8), respectively

Y =

�P T 0 0 A B "I

0 �I 0 C D1 "H

0 0 �I "�1aE1 "�1bE2 0

AT CT "�1aET
1 �P 0 0

BT
 DT

1 "�1bET
2 0 �I 0

"I "HT 0 0 0 �I

< 0 (6)

S
T
Y S =

�PT 0 A B 0 "I

0 �I C D1 0 "H

AT CT �P 0 "�1aE1 0

BT
 DT

1 0 �I "�1bET
2 0

0 0 "�1aET
1 "�1bET

2 �I 0

"I "HT 0 0 0 �I

< 0 (7)

~I =

I

H

0

0

: (8)
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